
Employee engagement and rewarding 
made easy with Empuls on Slack!



Employee  is great.collaboration
The active collaboration between employees at any organization plays an 
extremely key role in shaping the overall experience of all its employees.



But a wholesome employee experience 

consists of so much more than that.

The active collaboration between employees at any 
organization plays an extremely key role in shaping 
the overall experience of all its employees.



Ensuring this meaningful experience though,

can be quite a challenge for most firms.

 Usage of multiple applications

 Historically low adoption rates

 The inconvenience of switching between apps.

These constraints make finding the right platform, 

all the more difficult.

And remote working only makes it harder.



Empuls on Slack makes it simple.
Empuls by Xoxoday is here to ensure that your employees experience


all these benefits on one single platform - no more

hassels of switching between applications.



Build a culture of 

appreciation

Measure employee 
sentiment and 
engagement

While Slack enables millions of employees across the 
globe to communicate, Empuls helps improve the 
overall employee engagement and experience.

Key Features of this integration

With Empuls, employees can now enjoy their

watercolors chats, celebrate wins and special 

moments, provide feedback, recognize, and

reward from within Slack.

Reward employees 

for their good work



Gauge people’s sentiment in


real-time, seek their honest 


feedback, and understand blind 


sports through employee pulse 


surveys.

Take action to drive continuous 
improvements.

Measure Employee

Sentiment & Engagement

Applaud positive behaviour


and great performance, and 


celebrate personal and 
professional milestones with 
meaningful rewards.

Give frequent, timely and

better rewards.

Reward Employees for 

their good work

Drive a multi-dimentional and 


democratic recognition program 


that allows everyone to appreciate


each other’s contributions.

Keep morale high for

remote and hybrid teams.

Build of Culture of 

Appreciation



Go to the Slack App Directory.

If you are unable to find the Empuls app in the Slack app 
store, please ask your Slack Admin to allow the Empuls 
third-party app from the Admin console.

Follow these easy steps :

Want to start engaging your people

with Empuls on Slack?

Search for the Empuls app.

Click on "Open in Slack."



Watch our video to know all about

the amazing benefits this integration

has to offer.



Find answers to all your queries at

our Help Center.

Talk to us

Learn more about 
enhancing the experience 
through holistic employee 
engagement at your 
organization.

support@empuls.io

empuls.io/integrations/slack

https://help.empuls.io/
https://vimeo.com/594465790

